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“Is goodnight two words?M
“Honey, j^’s two hours if you have the right man;

, > . -I

^Did you steal this rug?"
“No, yer honor. A woman gave it to me and told 

me to l>eat it."

“Tomorrow evening I am going out in the sub
urb* to see a model home."

“Listen here, big boy, if there is any model to sec
. %r«. ■ i !«♦ “ — * — —*— 1 ....you let someone else do it.'

"Bare knees are a luxury. 
“How comer’
“Try to get hold of one."
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—Skipper
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THE BATTALION

PROBLEM XIII
Tom and his girl drove due north at a speed of 

45 miles per hour. Joe and his girl drive due south at 
20 miles per hour and stop in 36 minutes. Both parties 
are gone three hours, yet Joe gets further than Tom.

“How kind of you,” said the girl, “to bring me 
these lovely flowers. They are so beautiful and fresh. 
I believe there is some dew on them yet."

“Yes." stammered the young man in great em- 
barrassmenW "but I am going to pay it off tomorrow.”

A woman hangs on to her youth—even when he’s 
tiriving.T .■ - ! ' * i

And what aisnit the mechanical engineer who 
wanted to take his nose apart and see what made it 
run.

—Cajoler

“1 grade by the curte system.” said the professor 
as he glanced at the of beautiful co-eds in front 
of him.

f —Bean pot
u

Mac: “How was thaitgeology lecture?’ 
Obe: “Fine. I was rocked to sleep."

Joe

Juggler

Collitch: Do you take off anything for cash?
Saleslady: Sir?

-Stone Mill
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( ome on big boy. let’s raise sand!"


